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MOTOR PROTEINS � MECHANOCHEMICALENERGY TRANSDUCTIONON THE MICROSCOPIC SCALE�Martin BierDepartment of Physis, East Carolina University, Greenville, NC 27858, USA(Reeived November 11, 2000)Motor proteins are individual moleules that hydrolyze ATP and usethe released energy to move forward along a polymer. These mirosopiengines operate in an overdamped regime where Brownian motion is anonegligible ontribution to the physis. We provide a new de�nition forthe e�ieny of an engine in the overdamped Brownian realm and disusshow a high e�ieny an be reahed.PACS numbers: 05.40.�a, 82.40.�g, 87.15.�vThe �rst living ells to appear in the ourse of evolution were the prokary-otes. Bateria, for instane, are all prokaryotes. The prokaryoti ells aregenerally only a few mirometers big and all intraellular ativity is takingplae in the aqueous solution enlosed by the ell membrane. Intraellulartransport is taken are of by di�usion. A hemial that is produed on oneside of the ell is homogeneously distributed within milliseonds.Next the algae appeared and �nally eukaryoti ells evolved. Multiel-lular organisms are made up of eukaryoti ells. Eukaryoti ells are aroundan order of magnitude larger than prokaryoti ells. Furthermore, the eu-karyotes have di�erent membrane enlosed organelles within the ell.Logisti problems arise in large eukaryotes. First there is a problem ofquantity: when a ell is ten times as large in all diretions a �xed amountof any hemial will eventually be diluted to a onentration that is 1000times as small. Seondly, there is a transport time problem: di�usion inone dimension is ruled by the equation hx2i = 2Dt. So, if the distane isinreased by a fator 10, the time to over this distane through di�usion isinreased by a fator 100.� Presented at the XXIV International Shool of Theoretial Physis �TransportPhenomena from Quantum to Classial Regimes�, Ustro«, Poland, September 25�Otober 1, 2000. (287)



288 M. BierEvolution has ome up with a solution to these problems. Eukaryotiells generally have a ytoskeleton, i.e. a polymer (mirotubule) networkthat goes through all of the ell. The ytoskeleton provides strutural re-inforement, but it is also used as a kind of railroad system. Chemialsthat are needed on a loation di�erent from where they are produed arepaked into a vesile. The vesile is then hooked up to a motor protein.Next the motor protein �walks� along the ytoskeletal network and dragsthe vesile to its destination. The motor protein atalyzes the hydrolysis ofATP (adenosine triphosphate) and uses some of the released energy of theatalyzed reation to power itself forward along the biopolymer.Over the past ouple of years a large amount of experimental data hasbeen obtained on motor proteins. With nanotehnologial devies, like op-tial tweezers, it is possible to follow individual moleules and manipulatethem [1℄. There is no onsensus yet about how the ation of a motor proteinshould be looked at and modelled. One ould, for instane, legitimatelyargue that there is no real distintion between hemial energy and kinetienergy on the level of one partiular protein. The argument goes as follows.When ATP binds to the protein an internal repositioning of atoms withinthe protein ours. ATP hydrolysis involves a number of subsequent on-formational hanges and after the release of ADP (adenosine diphosphate)and an inorgani phosphate moleule the motor protein returns to its orig-inal state. In other words, the protein makes an osillatory motion whihis onverted into a forward motion along the polymer to whih it is on-neted. Seen in this way the motor protein is more like a gear; it is like therank-shaft mehanism in a ar that onverts the up and down motion ofthe pistons into the rotation of the rank axle (whih is 100% e�ient). Themotor protein di�ers from the rank-shaft transmission in that it operatesin an environment with Brownian noise and no inertia.When the e�ieny of an engine is disussed, theorists usually assessthe e�ieny of onverting energy from one storable form to another. Manyauthors have thus estimated the e�ieny of a motor protein in modelswhere the hemial energy is used to move the motor protein against a forein a onservative �eld. Suh models, however, do not represent what is reallygoing on. A motor protein faes a task, and that task is to transport a vesileover a distane l in a time � in an overdamped medium. On the nanometersale inertia is negligible in omparison to frition. So all of the energy ofATP hydrolysis is used to ��ght� frition. The frition at any moment isdiretly proportional to the speed v, i.e. Ffr = v.



Motor Proteins � Mehanohemial Energy Transdution : : : 289Moving over a distane l in time � in an overdamped medium is donewith least dissipation of energy when a onstant speed is maintained. Theproof of this is simple. The dissipated energy equals:Ediss = lZ0 Ffr dx =  lZ0 _x dx =  �Z0 _x2 dt : (1)The Euler�Lagrange formula tells us that the integral R L(x; _x; t) dt has aminimum for a trajetory that satis�es (�x� ddt� _x)L = 0. Applying this to (1)leads to ddt _x = 0, i.e. onstant speed. Suppose the aim would have been tomove in time � over distane l and onvert hemial energy into potentialenergy by moving against a onstant fore Fons due to a onservative �eld.In that ase the energy neessary to bring the partile uphill would havebeen E = R l0 Fons dx = Fons R �0 _x dt. With L = _x we �nd that the Euler�Lagrange di�erential equation give zero for every trajetory that leads fromx = 0 to x = l in time � . In [2℄ we propose the following new de�nitionof the e�ieny: the e�ieny of an engine is � = Eout=Ein, where Ein isthe energy input and Eout is the minimum amount of energy neessary toaomplish the task of the engine.As an example onsider a biyle raer. Suppose that in order to qualifyfor partiipation in a hampionship the raer faes the task of doing a 40 kmtime trial on a �at ourse without wind within one hour. On a �at oursealmost all of the energy goes into overoming air resistane. The moste�ient way of aomplishing the task is to keep a speed of 40 km/h allthe way. If he rides 41 km/h for half an hour and 39 km/h for the otherhalf hour, he aomplishes his task, but aording to our de�nition he hasalready lost 5% (12(412 � 392)=402) in e�ieny by spending 1.05 times theminimum neessary amount of energy. Eventually this loss omes on top ofthe loss that ours in the onversion from hemial to mehanial energy.For onversion between storable forms of energy our de�nition redues to thetraditional notion of e�ieny. This ase would our if the ylist woulddo a 15 km time trial up a 10% slope and again with the task of doing itwithin an hour. On suh a steep inline only a negligible fration of theenergy is invested in �ghting air resistane and almost all of the energy goesinto overoming gravity and e�etively reating (storing!) potential energy.In this ase the ylist an aelerate and deelerate around his 15 km/haverage without spending extra energy and losing e�ieny.Next we will take a simple model of a motor protein and assess thee�ieny with the above de�nition. In Fig. 1 the shaded segment of thebiopolymer is aessible to the motor protein only when ATP is unbound.The blank segment is aessible when ATP is bound. In between there are



290 M. Bier

Fig. 1. A simple model to show how a motor protein an transdue hemial en-ergy to mehanial energy with the �help� of di�usion. The shaded segment ofthe biopolymer is aessible to the motor protein only when ATP is unbound. Theblank segment is aessible when ATP is bound. In between there are narrow �tran-sition segments� for ATP binding/release and ADP binding/release, respetively.In the presene of an ATP�ADP hemial gradient the motor protein will moveforward as ATP is onverted into ADP.narrow �transition segments.� There is one transition segment where ATPan bind or release and another one where ADP an bind or release. Notethat the biopolymer has an anisotropy, i.e., it reads di�erently from left toright than it reads from right to left. The forward moving motor is very muhlike a Maxwell's Demon in the sense that it really �reads� its position on thebiopolymer and adjusts its binding and release behavior aordingly. But themotor protein in this model needs an ATP�ADP hemial potential, i.e., aninput of energy, in order to move forward. With a high ATP�ADP hemialpotential, release of ATP is very unlikely. So when the motor protein omesfrom the shaded segment into the ATP binding/release segment it will bindATP and move forward as if a re�eting barrier were ereted behind it.A similar proess ours in the next transition area with the ADP release(where ADP binding is very unlikely). If ATP and ADP are in hemialequilibrium, binding and release are equally likely in both the ATP and theADP �transition segment� and the motor protein would freely di�use withan equal likelihood in either diretion on eah segment.Fig. 2 shows how this setup an be oneived of as two states, one statewhere the ATP is bound and another one for ATP unbound. The half ofthe period that is aessible in one state is inaessible in the other state.At the re�eting barriers the hemial turnovers take plae with transitionrates � and �. We assume that the energy �G of ATP hydrolysis is equally
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) The model of Fig. 1 ast into a form in whih speed and e�ienyan be easily evaluated. Only the blank regions are aessible to the protein. Atthe re�eting barriers hemial transitions our whih bring the protein from onepotential (i.e. onformational state) to the other. (b) The behavior of this systemis like a di�usive desent down a stairase. The vertial �jumps" orrespond to theenergy releasing hemial transitions. The horizontal segments have to be rosseddi�usively.distributed over the ATP binding and the ADP release:�� = exp ��12�G� ; (2)where �G is in kT units. We set the probability density of the protein tobe P� at the right end of the aessible interval and P+ at the left end ofthe aessible interval. We then have for the �ux j:j = �P� � �P+ : (3)For a stationary state the horizontal �ux on eah of the aessible intervalsshould be the same as the vertial �ux between the states. The horizontal�ux in eah of the segments of length l is governed by Fik's Law, i.e.j = D(P+ � P�)l ; (4)where D is the di�usion oe�ient. Finally there is the normalization. Oneperiod has length 2l. In eah of the aessible intervals there is a linearderease of probability along the horizontal axis. The average probabilitydensity on a period is therefore 12(P+ + P�). One motor protein per periodthen boils down to: l(P+ + P�) = 1 : (5)



292 M. BierEliminating P+ and P� we express j in terms of the system's parameters:j = Dl �� �2D + (�+ �)l : (6)For D=l � (� + �), i.e. hemial transitions that are fast relative to thedi�usion, we get: j � Dl2 �� ��+ � = Dl2 tanh�14�G� : (7)For the last step we used (2). With one motor protein per period the powerinput equals Pin = j�G. The average speed of eah motor protein is 2ljand this results in an e�etive power dissipation of Pout = (2lj)2. Takingthe ratio and using the �utuation�dissipation theorem, D = 1 as kT = 1,we derive the e�ieny:� = PoutPin = 4lj�G � tanh �14�G�14�G : (8)We observe that only for �G! 0 an the e�ieny approah unity. But itis obvious that the �ux j itself also goes to zero in this ase. So only whenthe proess takes plae in�nitesimally lose to equilibrium does the e�ienyapproah unity.The left to right �ow is basially a di�usive desent down a stairase.Every hemial transition orresponds to a downward jump of 12�G. The�at strethes have to be rossed di�usively. It is obvious that at zero tem-perature, without Brownian motion, the system omes to a standstill. Theenergy transdution is more e�ient if the stairase is more resemblant of asmooth slope. If instead of two steps of 12�G, there were n steps of 1n�G inthe atalyti yle with nl = 1, the result would have been:� � tanh � 12n�G�12n�G ; (9)i.e., a greater e�ieny as the argument 12n�G beomes smaller when ngets larger. It should be kept in mind, however, that one annot makethe �at segments arbitrarily small. That would lead to a violation of theD=l � (�+ �) ondition that was used for our approximation.Making the number of steps larger to get a better e�ieny is atuallysomething that nature has done. Most biologial transdutions and onver-sions our in many steps [3℄. It has been shown that the hydrolysis of ATPby the motor protein kinesin involves at least ten individual steps [4℄. Most



Motor Proteins � Mehanohemial Energy Transdution : : : 293elementary textbooks on thermodynamis show that also the Carnot engineis optimally e�ient when it is operated adiabatially, i.e., all hanges areimposed slowly and reversibly suh that the system is at all times in equilib-rium with its surroundings. In a reent paper by Parrondo [5℄ the enhanede�ieny for a higher number of smaller steps is derived in a more abstratway for a more general ase.One may argue that even if a Brownian partile is pulled through a �uidby a onstant fore, it will nevertheless be kiked around by moleules of themedium. Therefore suh a moleule is bound to be like the ine�ient biyleraer that overs his �at time trial with varying speeds. But this argumentis wrong. The variations in the speed are due to �utuations oming fromthe medium. The energy for these �utuations omes from the medium andthe same amount of energy is dissipated bak into the medium. Next we willshow this rigorously using the Langevin equation. For greater generality wewill inlude inertia.At any time the pulled Brownian partile has a veloity V + v, whereV is the drift speed (due to the operation of the engine) and v representsthe zero average (hvi = 0) �utuations due to Brownian kiks. In its fullgenerality the Langevin equation is:m( _V + _v) = (v + V ) + F + p2D �(t) ; (10)where F represents a onstant external fore. If we multiply eah term in theequation with v and next average over a long time, then we obtain for eahterm the amount of power (energy per unit of time) it exhanges with the�Brownian bath�. V is onstant in time so _V = 0. Furthermore V hvi = 0and F hvi = 0 beause hvi = 0. We also have mhv _vi = ddt 12mhv2i. Theterm 12mhv2i represents the average kineti energy of the Brownian partiledue to Brownian motion. This equals 12kT and is onstant. Therefore,ddt 12mhv2i = 0. So all that remains of the equation is:hv2i = p2Dh� vi; : (11)What we basially have here is an energy formulation of the �utuation�dissipation theorem. The right hand side is the amount of power that ourBrownian partile absorbs from the �utuations in the bath. The left handside is the amount of Brownian-�utuations-power that it dissipates bakinto the bath again. These amounts are equal. It is interesting to note thatin a simulation with a disrete �t the funtion �(ti) at the i-th timestepis �(ti) = �(i)=p�t, where �(i) is a random number drawn from a Gaus-sian distribution with a zero average and a variane of one. So with anin�nitesimally small timestep, i.e. �t! 0, the amplitude of the �kiks� and



294 M. Bierthe resulting v will beome in�nite. No ontradition arises for the displae-ment. In the absene of inertia and with F = 0 we get �x = p2D �(i) p�t,whih goes to zero for �t ! 0. What the in�nite v means is that for noisethat is really �white�, i.e. unorrelated at any timesale, an in�nite amountof energy goes from the bath into the partile and bak into the bath againduring any arbitrarily small time interval.A partile that moves with veloity v+V dissipates h(v+V )2i of powerinto the bath. From the �utuations it reeives p2Dh� (v + V )i. Afterworking out the averages and using (11) one derives that V 2 is the di�erenebetween what is �dissipated out� and ��utuated in.� This V 2 is the powerthat omes from the engine and, as suh, the power that is responsible forthe drift speed V .The seond law of thermodynamis prohibits the use of Brownian �u-tuations for doing work. So the Brownian �utuations annot add to thepower output of an engine. The above results show that Brownian �utua-tions also annot subtrat from the power output. Even though Brownianengines may rely on the presene of thermal noise to deliver any power atall, that noise is of no onsequene for the �nal bookkeeping of inomingand outgoing energy.None of this work would have been possible, had it not been for the inputof Dean Astumian and Imre Derenyi.REFERENCES[1℄ K. Svoboda, C.F. Shmidt, B.J. Shnapp, S.M. Blok, Nature 365, 721 (1993).[2℄ I. Derenyi, M. Bier, R.D. Astumian, Phys. Rev. Lett. 83, 903 (1999).[3℄ B. Alberts, D. Bray, J. Lewis, M. Ra�, K. Roberts, J.D. Watson, MoleularBiology of the Cell, 3rd ed., Garland Publishing In., New York and London1994.[4℄ Y.Z. Ma, E.W. Taylor, Biohem. 34, 13233, (1995); Y.Z. Ma, E.W. Taylor,Biohem. 34, 13242, (1995).[5℄ J.M.R. Parrondo, B. Jiménez de Cisneros, R. Brito in: Stohasti Proessesin Physis, Chemistry, and Biology, ed. J.A. Freund and T. Pöshel, SpringerSeries Leture Notes in Physis, 557 Springer-Verlag, Berlin, Heidelberg 2000.


